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Reconciliation – or not? 
by Peter Jull 
 
Reconciliation is in the air, it being Easter Sunday today, and Anzac Day to follow in 
48 hours.  The high points of religious and secular traditions in Australia have come 
together this year.  Yet rarely has public consensus on the healing of indigenous-white 
relations seemed more remote. 
 
The exposure in the mainstream media over recent weeks of the mechanics and 
motives of the federal government’s divide-and-rule politics seems to have led merely 
to more denial and defiance among the governing élite.  A recent pamphlet on 
Reconciliation by a former federal Labor minister and his polemical anthropologist 
associate reminds us that an important Queensland Labor circle looking to Canberra 
careers are as hostile to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander rights as anyone 
formally on the Right.  (The pamphlet is discussed in this issue of Arena Magazine by 
J. Rutherford.) 
 
If ignorance and prejudice are to be policies and purposes of government, fought over 
by party hacks equipped with small tactics rather than large ideals, we might be better 
to let Coles and Woolworth’s supermarket chains compete to run our affairs.  At least 
they have active anti-discrimination policies, and perhaps some corporate ideals. 
 
Reconciliation is hard work.  The leadership and active intervention of high 
authorities is required, whether acting alone or sponsoring and facilitating negotiated 
change by others.  Unfashionable as it may be to say so, indigenous time and money 
spent wooing local, regional, and even state or province authorities can be a waste of 
time.  Yes, one must work out various local practical problems – vagrancy, public 
drinking, camping, etc. – but structural and permanent change require legal and 
political action at higher levels. 
 
Where indigenous people are a large majority or tiny (or invisible) minority there are 
few political problems.  Where there is a sizeable indigenous population – i.e., in 
some provincial cities and towns, and in some rural and most remote areas – the 
situation is likely to be worst, as we all know from experience, and as Norwegian 
research into Sami-Norwegian relations found c. 1980.  There the problems will 
remain or worsen without national leadership and political will. 
 
Of course, prime ministers can wash their hands, Pilate-like, and say it’s all a matter 
for sub-national governments.  That will not solve the problems, end international 
censure, or slow a worsening situation.  Indeed, it will encourage hopelessness.  
Hopelessness – and despair and disadvantage generally – are advantages for 
government up to a point.  They allow politicians to fob off aggrieved people or their 
community leaders with some small gifts at election time while intoning solemnly that 
‘political realities’ and ‘white backlash’ prevent action on deeper issues. 
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However, beyond a certain point, hopelessness swings into another cycle we have 
come to know from news of Ulster, the Basque country, Kurdish regions, and the 
Caucasus.  Once frustrations or destruction and violence within an ethno-cultural 
community, e.g., family and community misery, move outwards and are directed 
against the assumed oppressors and their governments, all bets are off.  Pontificating 
whites holding meetings to blame the poor and marginal for being poor and marginal 
may keep ‘institutes’, fringe parties, and assorted eccentric or malignant persons busy, 
but ethno-politics have their own dynamics.  Grinning ‘experts’ waving pamphlets of 
salvation or denial just don’t matter – except perhaps to delude other whites. 
 
Workable reconciliation cannot be imposed, or bestowed.  It can only be negotiated, 
preferably explicitly rather than implicitly through the media.  It has symbolic and 
formal aspects; it involves continuing processes and mechanisms; it is best 
accompanied by tangible and practical measures; and it embraces a substantial 
agenda.  It is a package of elements.  (See special Arena Magazine issue, No. 45.)  It 
is implemented in part through politico-administrative reform and, sooner or later, a 
transfer of power and funds to indigenous people.  In this last respect it is no different 
from empowerment of any other political community within a nation-state. 
 
Australian governments have so assiduously avoided understanding the issues at 
stake, apart from an occasional state or federal minister or office now and then, here 
or there, or a few former prime ministers, that one cannot simply blame a red-headed 
fish-and-chip shop lady for sowing confusion.  That being said, the official assault by 
the Howard government on our intelligence and civility in respect of indigenous 
peoples is unparalleled in any ‘first world’ country.  That fact alone makes it an issue 
of international concern.  The unilateral defection of any such country from the 
planet’s slowly accumulated, painfully won, all too meagre civilisation is a threat to 
the peace and well-being of all. 
 
Whether this defection is the work of a lost soul, a leadership faction’s willfulness, or 
ideology, or plain stupidity, barely matters.  Gratuitous political vandalism is just that.  
The Brisbane Courier-Mail’s editorial of April 3, 2000, ‘Protests to UN may hinder 
not help’, goes beyond issues of timeliness or tactics to question the role and 
relevance of international institutions and morality.  In this it may be fairly typical of 
much public confusion. 
 
As one born into a world war, world alliance, world empire, world religion, and world 
language, I find such thinking remarkable.  I would expect the Prime Minister, only a 
couple of years older and with similar formative experiences, to think similarly – but 
of course I would be quite wrong.  Not that his thinking is logical – denying the 
Stolen Generations in the same week as he singled out one or two old Diggers to 
eulogise the ‘generation’ who landed at Gallipoli in a ‘very symbolic’ fashion!  For 
Aborigines the Stolen Generations are no less a source of pain and memory. 
 
The world is a political and moral community, even if we are seldom if ever able to 
secure ideals of equity, justice, or even bare survival for all parts of it at any one time.  
We patch and mend as and where we can.  Much is asked of those to whom much is 
given, and affluent educated ‘first world’ countries like Australia are expected to set 
higher standards than those less fortunate or whom ‘the white man’ formerly 
disdained or colonised.  Human rights, including indigenous rights, are all about 
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levelling upwards.  Slavery was defeated in this way, while war crimes, harsh 
limitations on women, and exploitation of child labour are continuing topics for world 
action.  Besides, our moral codes, laws, language, economy, fashions, and culture 
were all brought from overseas – why do we uniquely privilege our race prejudice as 
some precious orchid we are carefully cultivating apart from the world? 
 
There are no excuses for our failures with Aboriginal well-being in pointing the finger 
at neighbours in Asia undergoing industrialisation, urbanisation, overpopulation, 
globalisation, secularisation, and drastic social change all at once and with little 
preparation.  Nor does the nationality of one or other expert on one or other 
international committee have any significance, despite attacks on whole countries by 
those in Australia recently rejecting United Nations interpretations by experts from 
here or there.  De Gaulle was not responsible for Vichy France, or Germaine Greer for 
the policies of John Howard’s government. 
 
If we override our courts when they recognise the basic rights of the first inhabitants 
and then deny their suffering, erase their history (or treat it cosmetically as a 
‘blemish’), refuse them recognition, dismantle their leadership structures and 
organisations, and tell them they should be glad that we are so very nice, it is just 
another small step to tell them they should not seek understanding or support 
elsewhere.  Who do we think we are?  The ways in which we have dealt with 
indigenous issues in recent years undermine our claims to cultural or moral worth. 
 
Failing progress in this country I imagine the Sydney Morning Herald, which has been 
far out in front of the daily press in recent months, and political cartoonists of 
Australia’s daily press over many years, picking up on behalf of the rest the 
mainstream media the Nobel Peace Prize for moral leadership and understanding in 
respect of a continent’s indigenous peoples.  While Debra Jopson, Margo Kingston, 
and Bill Leak smile as they receive the medals in Oslo’s wonderful harbourside city 
hall, a furious little prime minister paces in front of his parliamentary front bench on 
the other side of the world, bellowing about an occasional ‘blemish’.  His ministers 
flee their surrounding seats from the TV camera’s eye, leaving him quite alone.  Out, 
damned spot! 
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